1. While the present paper is concerned chiefly with continuous groups, its results may be readily utilized for discontinuous groups.* Indeed, the finite form of the general transformation of the group is known ah initio. Further, the method is applicable to the construction of a linear C m> q -ary group isomorphic to an arbitrary m-ary linear group.
2. The formula of composition of m-ary linear homogeneous substitutions where a " = X «««*' (h J = 1, -, "0-*An analogous isomorphism between certain linear groups in the Galois field of order p n has heen discussed by the writer in an article presented to the London Mathematical Society.
LINEAR HOMOGENEOUS GROUP.
[ Dec., where the e's denote d= 1. The product [a] Setting in turn one of the a^ equal unity and the other 15 equal zero, we obtain 16 linearly independent infinitesimal transformations A^ These we exhibit (by detached coefficients) in sets of four each. We use the abbreviation 
The four transformations of each set generate a group of four parameters. Indeed A u is Euler's homogeneous operator for the variables of the ^th set, which do not enter into the coefficients of the other three of that set, so that the latter are commutative. Thus, for set (1), we have the commutator relations (A y A n ) = A y 0' -2, 3, 4); ( VW = 0 (j, & = 2, 3, 4 
% ••* ^r-1 V *r + l *" *«-1 % %+l *'* *? *1 *'* %-l %+l *r+2 "** % J s %+l "* *a the cylic permutation being confined to the i's which run from i 8 to i r inclusive, and of the backward or forward type according ass<r. As the two cases are really not distinct, we consider only the first one, r > s. Substituting for the «# their values in terms of the a^ôt, the first determinant takes the following form (where for the moment a lh is written for a ilik St and j for jj :
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Indeed, we may then perform the above summation with respect to s, and obtain for d Y i± ... t the simpler value + 2 (-1 ) r "" la W ï i<i-< r -i<r+l-«« l> (r=l, ...,gr; j = 1, -, m ; ,ƒ+ ^, t a , -, i q ).
7. We may now readily obtain m 2 linearly independent infinitesimal transformations A lk by setting in turn a lk = 1 and the other a's equal zero.
For A u , dY^.-i is zero unless one of the i's equals I, while Hence <**V v~iv + i^ = ^VWv+i-V Hence A u has the form given below (for h = I). Deleting the row A lP we obtain a skew-symmetric determinant of order m -1, which we denote by D?
-1) . Deleting the row A m and moving the column headed by P lk into the place of the last column, we obtain a bordered skew-symmetric determinant Di™~~l ) , the first row and the last column forming its borders. It follows readily from the properties of Pfaffians that the transformations A kJ have the following effect upon the Pfaffians F k :
..,»;*+*),
A£F t )=0, A lk (F k ) = (-ly+^Ftdt (.iX-ZTb,).
For example, generate a group whose finite transformations are : (j=l,-,m) where Aq is the minor (without sign) complementary to % in the determinant I a tj I. Indeed if we apply formula (5) to the determinant
we find as in §6, the results (8) ^ = 1 + £ ' a ss tf, ^ = ( -l)'^-1 a n at It follows that the general infinitesimal transformation of the form (7) gives the following increments :
, from which we readily obtain the m 2 linearly independent transformations (6). We may therefore enunciate the following theorem* concerning the individual finite transformations of the above groups. 10. For m even and g = 2, the skew-symmetric determinant 2V
1 "" 1 * vanishes identically. We readily find* that the bordered skew-symmetric determinants 15. To illustrate the reciprocity between the groups C m ,q and C m , m _ g , we take the example m = 5, g = 2. We write the table of §8 for the transformations of C 6| 2 which belong to the set Z = 2 ; viz., 
